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 Landscape Integration: Combining mitigation, GI, WCH and Engineering 
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 Previous DCO Application Landscape & WCH Proposals : 
− Ockendon Link
− A13 Junction
− Chadwell Link
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Biodiversity: The Project

The order limits of the Lower Thames Crossing 
cover 2,300ha. This includes:

• The River Thames

• Irreplaceable ancient woodland

• Statutory and non-statutory designated sites



Habitats within the order limits are 
predominantly arable and species-poor 
grassland.

The Project would have adverse effects 
on habitats, designated sites, and the 
range of species they support.

Biodiversity: The Project



Biodiversity: Habitat creation

Replace what is lost with better

• Less arable land; more diverse grassland and 
woodland

Strengthen existing links and create new

• Building resilience within the landscape
• Forging new green corridors joining habitats 

along the project 



Biodiversity: Offsetting

LTC has a requirement and responsibility to 
address adverse effects. To that end:

• Strategies addressing effects on designated 
sites have been developed

• Mitigation has been designed for protected 
species

• Landscape-scale habitat creation  



LTC would affect designated and irreplaceable habitats. 
However, landscape design would lead to:

• Twice as much woodland created than lost
• Over 400ha arable land converted to semi-natural 

habitats
• Over twice as much hedgerow created than lost
• Increases in watercourses and wildlife ponds

LTC enhancements in non-designated habitats 
increases biodiversity value by 
15% from baseline

Biodiversity: Net gain



Biodiversity: Legacy

Benefits Steering Group
• Includes Local Authorities and stakeholders
• To develop and deliver projects in the region, notably 

habitat enhancements  across Natural Character Areas
• LTC has committed funding to engage with stakeholders 

and communities to develop projects 
• Expected to bid for £1M delivery funding FY21

Already underway
• Engagement with Essex Wildlife Trust on Project 

mitigation delivering regional conservation benefit for 
water vole



Tree and Woodland Planting North of the Thames

 A number of planting Pallets specific to the North 
are secured in the application (as an appendix to 
the Design Principles). 
− Woodland
− Woodland in areas highly impacted by construction works

− Woodland Edge

− Green Bridge 
− Linear belts of shrubs and trees

− Scattered trees

− Scrub
− Native Hedgerow

− Species rich grassland

− Banks and ditches

 Final densities and mix will be determined at 
detailed design shall be of similar mix to the 
surrounding woodland and comprise local 
provenance stock

 Our work at Rainbow Shaw Ancient Woodland 
will include salvage of soils planting to 
translocate, seed bank, rhizomes, and fungi in 
addition to tree planting



Example Principles of Landscape Integration



Landscape Integration 

Elements influencing the design



Landscape Design Process Walkers Cyclists and Horse riders: Mapping 
routes that provide quality experience for 

WCR’s and connect them with the places they 
want to go

Engineering Requirements Constraints 
around the highways, utilities and 3rd Party 
infrastructure design including integration 

of structures, embankments bridges, 
attenuation ponds and access roads

Environmental Mitigation: Measures 
included for environmental impacts eg

Noise, Ecology, Cultural Heritage, Flood, 
Waste and Materials

Existing Landscape Character:  All 
proposals appropriate to their specific 

context not just tailored to the road (see ES 
and Design Narrative)

Results of Green Infrastructure Study:
Study engaged with stakeholders to 
understand overlapping GI Projects 
and Priorities to be taken forward Integrated 

Landscape 
Design



 Study objectives:
− To understand the existing function, quality and value of 

existing GI within the LTC GI Study Area 
− To identify GI issues, needs and opportunity projects 

through stakeholder engagement 
− To assess the direct and indirect impacts on identified 

existing and aspirational GI 
− To identify priority mitigation to meet requirements of the 

NPS and to identify compensation measures 
− To embed GI protection, enhancement and compensation 

within the Environmental Master Plan. 

 Conducted in 3 Stages 
− Identifying and mapping existing green infrastructure
− Identifying green infrastructure needs and opportunities
− Incorporating proposals in the scheme design

 16 GI groups engaged in stages 1& 2 in 
addition to local authorities

 Projects directly impacted by LTC prioritized

Key Strategies Green Infrastructure Study



Key Documents: Walkers Cyclist Horse Rider Assessment 

This assessment collated and distilled information 
relating to:

 Local policies and objectives

 Capability to walk and cycle

 Trip generators

 Existing severance

 Existing WCH routes

Key Conclusions in Thurrock:

 North of the A13 large inter-urban distances foster 
high levels of containment, and are an impediment 
to WCH travel for those commuting.  Here WCH 
mainly use network for leisure trips to country parks 
or for weekend rambles.  

 South of the A13 there is potential demand for east-
west commuter routes connecting East Tilbury, 
Linford and Chadwell to Employment and services 
in Gray and Tilbury)
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Walkers Cyclists and Horse Riders (WCH) in Numbers

 The DCO secures the location and alignment 
of routes for WCHs.  Further detailed design 
will be required on surfacing, access controls 
(fences and stiles) and signage.

 We have set out principles to inform this 
detailed design in the Design Principles 
Document 

 Our proposals in Thurrock represent a mix of 
routes for accessing the countryside (mainly to 
the North of the Borough) and for active 
travel/commuting (mainly to the south).

Our WCH Proposals in Thurrock include: 

 4.5 km Footpaths upgraded to bridleway 

 8.9 km New or improved ped-cycle roadside 
tracks

 3.2 km New bridleways

 2.1 km Realigned bridleways

 0.8 km Improved bridleways

 0.6 km New ped-cycle route away from road

 1.6 km New footpath

 0.4 km Realigned footpath

Total 22.1 km new or upgraded routes in 
Thurrock



 Review of existing character 
assessments, policy and guidance

 Site visits and desktop analysis to 
investigate key landscape 
character and patterns along the 
LTC Route – including historic or 
lost patterns

 Suggested design approaches that 
would be appropriate to landscape 
character

Key Documents: Existing Landscape Character



Proposals from the Previous DCO 
Application in Thurrock

Ockendon Link 



Landscape Character  – Ockendon Farmland View from the East

 Gently rolling landscape with a low ridge rising 
to around 30 metres AOD with geology of sands 
and gravels

 Remainder of sector is arable farmland of large 
rectilinear fields with sparse hedgerows and 
occasional small woodland blocks

 Small, dispersed settlement of North Ockendon 
and larger, nucleated settlement of South 
Ockendon

 Numerous lakes and waterbodies associated 
with former sand and gravel quarries, along with 
some areas of landfill

 Urban edge condition especially along South 
Ockendon



Ecological Surveys – Bat Roosts



Thames Chase Greenway routes Thames Chase Forest circle

Thurrock Green Grid

Example: Forest Circle /Green Grid



Identified key Green Infrastructure Projects



Existing PRoW Network

North Road – No foot or cycle way

Dennis Road – No foot or cycle way



WCH Modelling of proposed links: North Road Only

The journey time benefit of each of 
these opportunities was analysed with 
particular journey types weighted more 
highly than others.  

Methodology

 Create grid square system

 Calculate origin characteristics –
population profile, Indices of 
Deprivation (Iod)

 Calculate destination characteristics –
Number of school places, 
employment, centres, railway stations 
etc

 Develop networks for each option

 Calculate levels of opportunity for 
Origin-Destination with/without the 
option



WCH Modelling of proposed links: With additional Links

The journey time benefit of each of 
these opportunities was analysed with 
particular journey types weighted more 
highly than others.  

Methodology

 Create grid square system

 Calculate origin characteristics –
population profile, Indices of 
Deprivation (Iod)

 Calculate destination characteristics –
Number of school places, 
employment, centres, railway stations 
etc

 Develop networks for each option

 Calculate levels of opportunity for 
Origin-Destination with/without the 
option



WCH connection from Thames Chase Forest Centre 
to FP135 and South Ockendon. Including:

 Dennis Road WCH track to eastern side of Dennis 
Road connect FP259, FP252 and South Ockendon

 FP252 realignment and upgrade to bridleway with new 
bridge over railway line

 FP151 & FP254 upgrade to bridleway

 FP230 realignment over new WCH to eastern side of 
the M25

 BR289 connection through Thames Chase Forest 
Centre 

 New bridleway connection from Thames Chase Forest 
Centre to Clay Tye Road near FP232 

Proposed Improvements for WCHs



North Road – Green Bridge

Precedent: Weymouth Relief Road Green Bridge



Landscape Character  – Ockendon Farmland



Landscape Design Response

 Woodland planting alongside slip roads as far south as FP151 
(chainage 20+600)

 Woodland planting to cutting slopes within this section

 Further woodland planting associated with field boundaries, 
particularly in field corners to emphasise the rectilinear field 
pattern between FP151 and North Road. Hedge planting 
alongside the road through this section

 Lower the LTC alignment in vicinity of North Road to reduce 
height of overbridge

 Minimise loss of woodland at The Wilderness and plant new 
woodland within the footprint of the existing wood

 Seek opportunities to improve recreational access to land affected 
by LTC works and to facilitate other objectives of Thames Chase 
Community Forest Plan



Landscape Design Response – Environmental Barriers

False Cut 
5m above 
LTC

False Cut 
4m above 
LTC

Acoustic 
Barriers

False Cut 
2m above 
LTC



Chadwell link -
Ockendon Link



Proposals from the Previous DCO 
Application in Thurrock

The A13 Junction



A13 Junction Highways & Associated Landscape



Landscape Character Ockendon Farmland - A13 Junction Highways & Associated Landscape

 Gently undulating farmland on sands, clays and gravels, slightly 
elevated above adjacent areas

 Arable landscape of medium sized, irregularly shaped fields 
divided by hedgerows with occasional woodland blocks

 Exposed urban edges of Grays, Chadwell St Mary and Linford 
significantly influence the landscape, giving it an urban edge 
character

 Five lines of pylons carrying high voltage overhead powerlines 
running north from Tilbury Power Station are dominant features

 A13 dual carriageway runs south-west to north-east along a low 
ridge across the area

 Existing planting associated with and close to the A13 gives it 
the appearance of a wooded ridge as seen from the north and 
south, although passing traffic is frequently visible.

 North of the A13, urban influences reduce and the landscape has 
a more rural character and open views north towards Orsett Fen. 
Orsett village is on the north edge of this area



A13 Junction from the North Highways & Associated Landscape



A13 Junction from the North (Focus to East) Highways & Associated Landscape



A13 Junction from the North (Focus to East) Environmental Barriers Highways & Associated Landscape

False Cut 
4m above 
slip road

Acoustic 
Barriers

False Cut 
2m above 
LTC

Acoustic 
Barriers



A13 Junction from the North (Focus to West) Highways & Associated Landscape



A13 Junction from the North (Focus to West) Highways & Associated Landscape

Acoustic 
Barriers

Acoustic 
Barriers



 FP79 and FP95 diversion, resurface and upgrade to 
bridleway

 A1013  Ped/cycle track – improved facility along the 
southern side of A1013 and WCH provision over 
replacement Rectory Road bridge

 Baker Street cycle track

 BR206 diversion and extension to Rectory Road

 BR223 realignment 

 Stifford Clays Road cycle track extension to connect 
Baker Street with local secondary school.

 Stifford Clays Road to Green Lane ped/cycle track

 Green Lane realignment and green bridge

A13 junction



Chadwell link -
A13 junction



A13 Junction from the East (Orsett Cock)- As existing Highways & Associated Landscape



A13 Junction from the East (Orsett Cock)- Highways & Associated Landscape



A13 Junction from the East (Orsett Cock)- Environmental Barriers Highways & Associated Landscape

Acoustic 
Barriers

False Cut 
4m above 
LTC



Proposals from the Previous DCO 
Application in Thurrock

The Chadwell Link





The Chadwell Link  (Orsett Cock) – From Linford Highways & Associated Landscape

 Gently undulating farmland on sands, clays and gravels, slightly 
elevated above adjacent areas

 Arable landscape of medium sized, irregularly shaped fields 
divided by hedgerows with occasional woodland blocks

 Exposed urban edges of Grays, Chadwell St Mary and Linford 
significantly influence the landscape, giving it an urban edge 
character

 Five lines of pylons carrying high voltage overhead powerlines 
running north from Tilbury Power Station are dominant features

 South of the A13 ridge, LTC follows a small valley running north 
and north-west from Tilbury Marshes, following two lines of 
pylons



Rainbow Shaw Ancient Woodland



Green Infrastructure Example: Bug Life- B-Lines Project



Chadwell Link from the East (Over Linford) Highways & Associated Landscape



Chadwell Link from the East (Over Linford) Highways & Associated Landscape

1. Muckingford Road Green Bridge
2. Drainage attenuation pond
3. Hoford Road Green Bridge
4. Woodland swathe along valley
5. Species rich grassland for pollinators

1

2

354



Chadwell Link from the East (Over Linford) – Environmental Barriers Highways & Associated Landscape

False Cut 
4m above 
LTC

False Cut 
4m above 
LTC

False Cut 
4m above 
LTC

False Cut 
4m above 
LTC



Chadwell link -
Chadwell link



A13 Junction from the East (Orsett Cock) Highways & Associated LandscapeMuckingford Road and Hoford Road

Muckingford Road Hoford Road (protected lane)



A13 Junction from the East (Orsett Cock) Highways & Associated LandscapeMuckingford Road and Hoford Road Green Bridges

Muckingford Road Hoford Road (protected lane)



 Potential additional WCH links based on WCHAR

 Hatch Report recommendations for Green Infrastructure and Open Space

 Additional Green Infrastructure proposals from Thurrock council 

 Additional HRA mitigations measures including potential amendments to Tilbury Fields (within the context of Tilbury to 
Stanford-le-Hope Riverside legacy project)

 Open Space and design coordination around Blackshots Nature Reserve

 Outline Ecology and Landscape Management Plan (OLEMP)

Examples of GI WCH and landscape design Issues still 
under discussion with officers



Questions?
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